
MTO 20.1 Examples: Nemire, Convergence Points

(Note: audio, video, and other interactive examples are only available online)

http://www.mtosmt.org/issues/mto.14.20.1/mto.14.20.1.nemire.php

Figure 1. Convergence point at middle of Study No. 14 (score, page 3)

Canon is in two voices (bottom voice is two staves in bass clef, top voice is two staves in treble clef); CP takes place at

beginning of second system. Arrows illustrate selected echo distances. Dotted lines show potential points of

simultaneity; the convergence period is the distance between potential simultaneities. Notice that in the fifth

convergence period before and after the CP, the echo distance equals the length of the convergence period—a distance

from the CP that is functionally related to the ratio 4:5
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Figure 2. (a) Beginning and (b) ending (score, page 5) of Study No. 14; eighth-note beats of note attacks are numbered

Figure 3. Structural diagram of Study No. 14 (“Canon 4/5”), an arch canon
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Figure 4. Placement of interior CPs in relation to canonic midpoint, and the role of potential points of simultaneity

In Study No. 14 (top), canonic midpoint coincides with simultaneous beat in both voices, allowing CP to coincide with

midpoint; in Study No. 36 (bottom), canonic midpoint does not coincide with simultaneous beat in all voices and canon

is constructed so that CP is delayed to a later beat. Simultaneities noted are potential points of simultaneity as there is not

necessarily an attack in each voice at these points

Figure 5. Diagram of a tempo overlap at a 3:2 ratio in a diverging-converging canon

The tempo overlap section occupies 1/5 of the piece
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Figure 6. Structure of Study No. 17 (“Canon 12/15/20”) showing the relative duration of tempo overlap sections

The duration ratio is 3:4:5 between sections C, A, and B, respectively. The first overlap is between A sections in the top

and bottom voices, and the second overlap is between B sections in the same voices. There is no overlap involving C, the

shortest section

Figure 7. Line diagrams describing Nancarrow’s tempo canons with only one CP (Gann 1995, 22, 23, 25, and 26)
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Figure 8. Diagram of Study No. 36 (“Canon 17/18/19/20”), an arch canon with the CP slightly past the midpoint (top)

Table of elapsed half-note beats to entrances of higher voices in comparison to the first (lowest) voice (middle); and

structural diagram of the canon, showing entrance points of recurring theme and relationship of theme statements to CP

(bottom)
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Figure 9. Half-note beats associated with beginnings of convergence periods at the beginning of Study No. 36

The difference between beats in each voice at each point is equal to the number of convergence periods remaining to the

CP—for instance, where the difference between beat values is 20, the distance to the CP is 20 convergence periods
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Figure 10. Section of Study No. 36 halfway between beginning of “mega-glissando” and the CP (score, page 21) where

original pitch levels are restated in all four voices

Barlines between all four voices indicate beginning of a new convergence period. The sound file begins with this excerpt

and concludes with the excerpt in Figure 11 (there is a brief section in between that is not shown)
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Figure 11. The CP in Study No. 36 (“Canon 17/18/19/20”)

(Beginning of second system shown, from page 23 of score.) The sound file begins with Figure 10 and concludes with

the excerpt shown here (there is a brief section in between that is not shown)
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Figure 12. Area of tempo crossing in Study No. 21 (score, page 7)

The lower voice is accelerating and the upper voice decelerating. Bracketed area is identified by Thomas as representing

“nearly simultaneous motion” (Thomas 1996, 126)

Figure 13. Convergence point in Study No. 21 (score, page 14)

The arrow indicates the CP, where the canon starts over in both voices, a registral shift occurs in the lower voice, and the

texture in the upper voice (top two staves) changes from triple octaves to quadruple octaves
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Figure 14. Structural diagram of Study No. 18 (“Canon 3/4”), a converging canon in which the entrance of the second

voice coincides with the beginning of a convergence period

Figure 15. Structural diagram of Study No. 19 (“Canon 12/15/20”)
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Figure 16. Conclusion of Study No. 19 (“Canon 12/15/20”; score, page 7), showing the convergence point and

alteration of final pitches to create V–I final cadence

Figure 17. Structural diagram of Study No. 32 (“Canon 5/6/7/8”)

The duration ratio is 105:120:140:168
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Figure 18. Convergence point of Study No. 32 (score, page 11):

the CP is the final cut-off

Figure 19. Convergence point at end of Study No. 34
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Figure 20. (a) Convergence of arpeggio figures in Study No. 48A (page 43 of score); (b) diagram of proportions in

Study No. 48 (movement C is comprised of movements A and B played together)

Figure 21. Structural diagram of Study No. 31 (“Canon 21/24/25”), a converging canon that ends before the CP is

reached
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Figure 22. Conclusion of Study No. 31 (“Canon 21/24/25”; score, pages 8–9)

Figure 23. Line diagrams describing structures of Nancarrow’s tempo canons with more than one CP (Gann 1995, 22,

23, and 25). See also Drott (2004, 548ff.), who argues that all of the CPs in Study No. 33 are evaded

Figure 24. Structure of Study No. 15 (“Canon 3/4”), a diverging-converging canon in two voices with a tempo overlap
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Figure 25. (a) Beginning and (b) ending (score, page 12) of Study No. 17 (“Canon 12/15/20”)

Circled notes in (b) are notes altered to create the cadence

Figure 26. Structure of Study No. 24 (“Canon 14/15/16”; modified from Gann 1995, 23)
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Figure 27. Score sections from Study No. 43: (a) approach to first CP; (b) tempo switch; (c) final CP
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Table 1. Description of Canons and Convergence Points in Study No. 33

Figure 28. Convergence points in Study No. 33 (“Canon ”) (pages 12, 25, and 52, respectively, of the score)
2

√

2
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Figure 29. Study No. 24 (portions of second and third systems of page 12), showing CPs 8 and 9

Table 2. Description of Canons and Convergence Points in Study No. 24
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Figure 30. Structure of rhythmic convergence area in middle of Canon 10, Study No. 24

Figure 31. Structural diagram of Study No. 37 (modified from Gann 1995, 26), showing the twelve canons and five

convergence points
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Figure 32. CP4 from Study No. 37 (page 40 of score)

End of canon 6 is shown, where tempos are arranged in groupings analogous to three interlocking diminished seventh

chords. Canon 7 begins at CP4, which is a sixty-fourth rest at beginning of  measure; a tempo switch in some voices

also takes place at this CP
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Figure 33. First section of Study No. 8, showing convergence points (vertical connecting lines), whether durational

series are accelerating or decelerating, and pitches at CPs (Diagram is not strictly proportional)

Figure 34. Reduction of the “clock line” of Study No. 27: ostinato line of four chromatically contiguous pitches and

progression of its harmonic manipulations
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Figure 35. Formal diagram of Study No. 27 (modified from Gann 1995, 161)

Percentages of acceleration (A) or deceleration (R, for ritardando) are given for each voice. Gann’s diagram has been

modified to show convergence points and the locations of the eleven canons; considerable adjustments have been made

to voice entrances and endings to better reflect relative relationship of voices
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Table 3. Symmetrical Levels of Imitation in Selected Canons of Study No. 27
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Figure 36. The levels of imitation between adjacent canonic voices and order of entrances of the eleven canons of Study

No. 27
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Figure 37. The first three lines of the clock line in Study No. 27, showing limited pitch content and proportional

notation of the tempo). Note also that Nancarrow specifies all eighth notes are staccato and the duration of all other

notes is indicated by a horizontal line. (Entrance of first two canon voices not shown.)

Table 4. Multiplication Factors for Acceleration and Deceleration in Study No. 27
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Figure 38. Canon 1 in the lowest (A6%/R6%) voice, in rhythmic notation showing relative rhythmic values and pitch

content

Figure 39. Section from Canon 1 (page 3 of score), showing two unarticulated CPs and their leader-follower switches,

pitch symmetry about these switches, and near-synchrony at second switch. Both voices are decelerating in this passage.

Sustaining of notes is indicated by horizontal lines. The longest echo distance is reached halfway between the two leader-

follower switches; selected echo distances are shown by circled notes connected with a line.
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Figure 40. Pitch content of Canon 2, also a decelerating passage

Chord at CP is symmetrical about the D# in the clock line and is also a durational convergence
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Table 5. Calculated and Actual Duration Measurements in Canon 2 of Study No. 27
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Figure 41. Canon 4, from lowest voice (A11%/R11%)

Figure 42. Segment of Canon 4 (page 16, second system), at entrance of 5% voice

Measurements from the score are given in millimeters for each five-note grouping
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Figure 43. Canon 6 in the lowest (R8%/A8%) voice

Figure 44. Melody of Canon 8 from lowest voice, rewritten in rhythmic notation
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Figure 45. Melody of Canon 9 from lowest voice, rewritten in rhythmic notation
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Figure 46. Conclusion of Study No. 27 (page 55). Order of voices from top to bottom of each system is: clock line (two

staves), A11%, A8%, A6%, and A5%
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